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I. WAVELETS AND SYSTEMS 
We let the integers t represent equally-spaced time points, and the real 
variable w (where - T 2 w 2 ST) represent angular frequency. We call 
s = lfort=O 
t I 0 for other t 
the unit impulse function. If we let the unit impulse 6, be the input to a time- 
invariant, linear, digital system, then the resulting output g, is called the 
impulse response of the system. A system is called stable if 
A system is called realizuble if g, is one-sided (i.e., if gt = 0 for t < 0). 
Clearly, a realizable system is a system for which no response (i.e., output) 
can occur prior to its stimulus (i.e., input). 
Ifft is the input to a system with impulse response g,, then the output h, 
is given (formally) by the convolution 
ht = 2 gsft-s. 3=-m 
If we define the (formal) z-transforms 
H*(z) = 2 h#, G*(z) = 2 R@, F*(z) = 2 f@ 
s---m s=--03 .9-s--0D 
then we have (formally) 
H*(z) = G*(x) F*(z). 
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The impulse response of a realizable, stable system will be called a wavelet 
wt, i.e., wt = 0 for t < 0 and 2: 1 wt I2 < m. If we define the inner product 
between two wavelets wt and wt by 
bt, vt) = 2 - wtvt, t=o 
then the space of all wavelets is a Hilbert space, which we shall denote by 
L2(0, 00). The s-transform of the realizable stable system with impulse res- 
ponse w, is 
w*(z) = 2 wtzt. 
t=o 
W*(s) is an analytic function for 1 z 1 < 1, and has the limit value 
W(w) G W*(e-iw) = 2 wte-i@t, 
t=o 
a.e., 1 
on the unit circle z = e-iw. The wavelet wt may be recovered from W(w) or 
W*(z) by 
wt = & 11 W(w) eimtdw = & j W*(z) z+ldz. 
n lz!=l 
The function W(w) is called the transfer function of the system. It may be 
written in polar form as 
W(w) = ( W(w) ! eiV(W), a.e., 
where { W(w) 1 is called the gain, and #(w) the pkr.re-shift of the system. 
The group-delay of the system is defined to be 
d&4 
-rg=--, 
dw 
a e 
. . 
11. fiLL-PASS SYSTEMS AND MINIMUM-DELAY SYSTEMS 
A constant A, of modulus 1 is called the z-transform of a trivial all-pass 
system. The function 
l The notation “a.e.” stands for almost euerywhere, i.e., for all w in the set 
- 71 < w < II except possibly for an o-set of Lebesgue measure zero. 
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where {zk} is a nonempty set satisfying 1 zk [ < 1 and 
2 (1 - / Zk I) < O3 
k 
is called the z-transform of a Type 1 all-pass system. The function 
A,*(z) = zm 
where m is a positive integer is called the z-transform of a Type 2 all-pass 
system. The function 
AC(z) = exp [ - & J”, 2 @(A)] 
where p(h) is a nondecreasing function whose derivative vanishes almost 
everywhere and 0 < p(m) - p(- rr) < a2 is called the z-transform of a 
Type 3 all-pass system. The function 
A*(z) = A&(z) AZ(z) AZ(Z) 
(where any or several of the factors on the right may be absent) is called the 
z-transform of an all-puss system. If all the factors except A, are absent, then 
A*(z) is called triwial; otherwise A*(z) is called nontriwiul. We see that, for 
‘1 z [ < 1, A*(z) is analytic and has zeros {z!J, (where the set {zkj would be 
empty if the factor A,(z) is missing). 
If M(u) > 0, 
s n 1 M(w) I” dw < 00, -n s” log M(u) dw > - o3 --n 
then 
B*(z) = exp [& /l, 2: log M(h) dA] 
is called the z-transform of the minimum-delay system with gain M(U). 
The following canonical representation may be derived from the work of 
Szegij [l] and Riesz [2]: 
THEOREM 1. W*(z) is the z-transform of a realizable, stable system if and 
only ;f 
W”(z) = A*(z) B*(z), lzl cl, 
a That is, on the interval - 71 < X < n, /3(X) is a bounded distribution function with 
no absolutely continuous component, so that j?(h) has the decomposition p(A) = 
6,(h) + /3$(X) where pz(A) is a step-function and p,(h) is a “singular” function. 
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where A*(z) is an all-pass s-transform and B*(a) is the minimum-delay z-trans- 
fwm with the same gain as W*(z). This representation of W*(z) is unique. 
We now derive: 
THEOREM 2. A system A*(z) is realizable, stable, and has gain 
1 A*(e-to) 1 = 1 a.e. if and onZy zy A*(z) is an all-pass system. 
PROOF (Yf” statement): By hypothesis, A*(z) is an all-pass x-transform. 
The minimum-delay x-transform for the gain 1 is 
B*(Z) = exp k /IX g log 1 dh = exp 0 = 1. 
Hence, by Theorem 1, 
A*(2) B*(2) = A*(2) * 1 = A*(2) 
is the z-transform of a wavelet with gain 1, a.e. Q.E.D. 
PROOF (“only if” statement): By hypothesis, A(2) is the z-transform of 
a wavelet with gain 1, a.e. But the minimum-delay z-transform with gain 
1 is 1. Hence, by Theorem 1, A*(2) = A*(2) * 1 is the canonical representa- 
tion of A*(2), from which it follows that A*(2) is an all-pass system. Q.E.D. 
Letting A*(2) = 1 in Theorem 1, it follows that B*(2) is a realizable, 
stable system and hence 
B*(2) 2-t-l dz = & 1” B(w) eiat dw 
x 
is a wavelet, which we shall call the minimum-delay wavelet fm the gain 
( W(w) 1 = 1 B(w) I. From Theorem 2, it follows that for any all-pass A*(2) 
1 
at = 2rri f 
A*(2) 2-t-l dz = 
,rjxl 
is a wavelet, which we shall call an aZl-pass wavelet. We therefore have the 
canonical representation :
THEOREM 3. w, is a wavelet zf and only if 
wt = $ GL 
8-n 
where a, is an all-pass wavelet and j& is the minimum-delay wavelet with the 
same gain as wt. This representation of w, is unique. 
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The first examples of all-pass wavelets were given by Wold [3, p. 1301. 
The following three theorems can be established directly from the defini- 
tion of the all-pass transfer function. 
THEOREM 4. The group-delay rg of an all-pass system is positive (resp. 
zero) for - n < w 2 rr if and only if the all-pass system is nontrivial (resp. 
trivial). 
THEOREM 5. The modulus 1 A*(z) 1 j 0 an all-pass z-transform satis$es 
( A*(i) 1 < 1 (resp. 1 A*(z) 1 = 1) for 1 z 1 < 1 ;f and only if the all-pass 
z-transform is nontrivial (resp. trivial). 
It follows from the canonical representation (Theorem 1) that, if a wavelet 
wt is the input to an all-pass system A*(z), then the output V~ is also a wavelet. 
Because / A(w) ( = 1, a.e., we have 
I VW> I = I A(w) I I JJ’(w> I = I w(w) I, a.e., 
which says that the output wavelet vUt has the same gain as the input wave.& 
wt. Bessel’s equality states that 
and likewise that 
f$ / vt I2 = 2’s: / V(u) I2 dw. 
r x t=o 
Consequently, it follows that 
2 t=o 
I wt I2 = t I vt I2 
t=o 
which says that input and output wavelets have the same total energy. The 
following theorem, however, tells us that the partial energy of the output 
wavelet is delayed with respect to the partial energy of the input wavelet. 
THEOREM 6. Let a wavelet wt be the input to an all-pass system A*(s) and 
let the wavelet vt be the resulting output. Then the partial energy of the output 
never exceeds the partial energy of the input; i.e., 
$ I vt I2 5 2 I wt I2 
t=o t-4 
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for 
I vo 
all nonnegative integers a. More particularly, 1 v. I2 < ) wO I2 (resp. 
IB = ) w, le) if and only if the all-pass system is nontrivial (resp. trivial). 
PROOF. The last statement of this theorem follows from the observation 
that since 
v*(z) = A*(z) w*(z), vo = v*(o), w, = w*(o) 
we have 
I vo I2 = I A*(o) I2 I wo I2 
From the definition of an all-pass z-transform, it can be easily verified that 
1 A*(O) 1 < 1 if and only if A*(z) is nontrivial. Q.E.D. 
III. THE TIME-SERIFS IDENTIFICATION PROBLEM 
Let x1 be a purely, nondeterministic (second-order) stationary time-series 
with zero mean and autocovariance 
E @t+&> = W- 
By the Khintchine-Wold theorem, the spectral density @t(w) satisfies 
Let wt be any wavelet that satisfies 
t=o 
Then there is a orthonormal sequence of random variables et (i.e., 
wt,, t < } = 6,) with zero mean such that xt has the one-sided moving-average 
representation 
This equation has the interpretation: White noise l t is the input to a realizable, 
stable system wt, and the purely nondeterministic stationary time series xt 
is the resulting output. 
The time-series identijcatiott problem is the problem of determining which 
wavelet wt (and hence the corresponding orthonormal sequence EJ from the 
class of all admissible wavelets (and their corresponding orthonormal 
sequences) is to be used in the representation (1). 
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The fundamental result in the theory of stationary stochastic processes is 
the Weld &composition [3]. The purpose of this paper is to show the extremal 
properties of the Wold decomposition in relationship to the time-series 
identification problem. 
Specializing the Wold decomposition to the case of a single, purely, non- 
deterministic stationary time series, we have: 
THEOREM 7. Let xt be a purely, nondeterministic stationary time series. Then 
xt has the unique &composition 
where 
Xt = 2 m hi+,-s (2) s=-o 
(a) 6, is an orthonormal sequence of random variables. 
(b) at lies in the closed linear manifold spanned by the set {x,, s r; t}. 
(c) b, > 0. 
(4 2 I bt I2 -=c 00. 
t=o 
We also have the following two theorems: 
THEOREM 8. A stationary time series xt is purely nondetemDinistic if and 
only if all of the foiiowitzg three conditions are sati$ed: 
(a) The spectral distribution function is absolutely continuous fw - TT < 
0 I7r. 
(b) G(w) > 0, a.e. 
(c) 11 log CD(o) a20 tifitrite. 
THEOREM 9. The coejicients b,,, b,, b,, -*a of the Weld &composittion satisfy 
and are uniquely determined by the conditions 
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For proofs of the above three theorems, the reader is referred to Doob [4, 
Chapter 12, 5 41 and Robinson [5, Section 7.71. 
THEOREM 10. Let xt be a purely nondeterministic stationary time series 
with spectral aknsity function Q(w). Then the coeficients b,, b,, b,, +*a of the 
Wold decomposition and the minimum-delay wavelet /3,,, a, &, **a fw the gain 
m) are identical; i.e., b, = /$ for all (nonnegative) integers t. 
PROOF. Because the wavelets b, and & have the same gain d@(w), and 
because by definition & is minimum-delay, we may apply Theorem 1 to 
obtain 
2 b,zt = A*(z) j$ /I&, 121<1. 
t=o t=o 
From Theorem 9, it follows that b, = PO, so A*(O) = 1. Hence by Theo- 
rem 6, A*(z) is trivial, and A*(z) = A*(O) = 1. Q.E.D. 
IV. EXTRBMAL PROPERTIES OF THE WOLD DECOMPOSITION 
We now come to our main theorem: 
THEOREM 11. Let wt be a wavelet in the class of all wavelets with gain 
M(w). Then each of the following conditions is necessary and s@cient that 
wt = Aoh t = 0, 1, 2, me*, 
where /It is the minimum-&lay wavelet for the gain M(w) and 1 A, 1 = I: 
(a) The group-delay f 0 wtisaminimumfor --a<wla. 
(b) The modulus 1 W(x) 1 is a maximum for all z satisfying ) x 1 < 1. 
(c) Thepartialewgy~~(wt~2isamaximumforor=0, 1,2;**, 
(d) For the stationary time series x1 with spectral density @(p(w) = M2(u) 
and with one-sided, moving-average representation (I), the least-squares linear 
prediction i’t+lx of xt+=, OL > 0, from the whole past x,, s I t, is 
the prediction error is 
a-1 
a 
xt+a - Xt+cf = 2 W&t--or--s, 
s-0 
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and the minimum mean-square prediction errov is given by the partial energy 
U-1 
E 'd xt+a - %+a I"> = 2 I ws 1'. 
(e) For the stationary time series xt with spectral density function @(p(w) = 
Mu and with one-sided, moving-average representation (l), the closed linear 
manifold spanned by xS, s < t is the same as the closed linear m&fold spanned 
by es, s < t, for all integers t. 
(f) The stationary time sties xt with spectral density function 0(w) = Me(o) 
and with one-sided, moving-average representation (1) has an autoregressiwe 
representation in the sense that there exists c,, such that 
et = 1.i.m. 
N+m 
CNstCt-s 
a=0 
where 
cN$* # 0 for IZI <I. 
8=0 
(g) For the stationary time series xt with spectral density G(w) = MZ(w) 
and with one-sided, moving-average representation (l), the realizable system 
with input xt and output St+= (where k,,, is the least-squares linear prediction 
of xt+,J has transfer function 
(h) Tire set {w,,,, s = 0, - 1, - 2, a**} is closed in P(O, -). 
PROOF. Conditions (a), (b), and (c) follow from Theorems 4, 5, and 6, 
respectively, and from the canonical representation (Theorem 1). Condition 
(d) follows from Theorem 10 and from the solution of the prediction problem 
(see [S, section 7.8, equations (7.84) and (7.8611). Conditions (e) and (f) 
follow from Theorem 10 and the Wold decomposition (Theorem 7). Con- 
dition (g) follows from condition (d) by utilizing the isomorphism of the 
closed linear manifold spanned by x(s), s 5 t (probability measure) and the 
closed linear manifold spanned by eios, s 2 t (measure iIfs(m) &r/217) such 
that x(t) and eiot are corresponding elements (see [5, Sections 7.2 and 7.8, 
especially equation (7.85)]). The closed linear manifold spanned by xg, 
s 2 0, is the same as the closed linear manifold spanned by l s, s 2 0 if and 
only if every 
z= 5 v-t t=o 
(where 8 I ct I2 < -) 
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such that 
E {zq> = 0 for all SIO 
satisfies cb = 0 (for all integers t). But 
Condition (h) now follows by noting that the set (w,,,, s < 0} is closed 
in L2(0, 00) if and only if any wavelet ct orthogonal to each member of the 
set identically vanishes. Q.E.D. 
Let a purely nondeterministic stationary time-series xt with autocovariance 
4(s) and spectral density Q(w) be given. Then there exists a class of different 
one-sided, moving-average representations 
Xt = 2 wsct-s (1) s-0 
in which w, is determined by 
Wt = zz 4 t--s b=4 
where 
is an arbitrary all-pass system and 
is the minimum-delay system with gain V’@(U). Among these representations, 
there is one called the Wold (or predictive) decomposition given by 
Xt = 2 Wt-s, (2) 
s=o 
which is the representation obtained by choosing the all-pass system 
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A*(z) = 1. If A, is any constant of modulus one (i.e., if A, is a trivial all- 
pass system), then the representation (1) in which 
w, = A,,&, 
1 
et = --a* 
A, 
(for all integers S, t) has the extremal properties given by Theorem 11. In 
particular, if we have a real-valued time-series xt and specify that xt can be 
simulated by an autoregressive representation, then we necessarily obtain 
either the Wold decomposition (2) or the representation (1) with w, = - b, 
and E, = - ~9,. 
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